
So that was quite a busy week. Despite hoping FANTASTIC would offer fairly limited wordplay I was amazed
by how many different breakdowns were discovered, and with two days to go there were already some stunning
interpretations in the ~50 clues submitted at that time. The task of choosing the best was always going to be
difficult, so I was particularly grateful for one absolute stunner which had the Poisoned Laurel splashed all over
it as soon as it appeared – more of that later.

In a slight break from tradition I’ve avoided splitting the clues up into bands of success. For less experienced
clue-writers especially, seeing your offering dismissed in the first batch can be disheartening and I want this
forum to be as encouraging as possible. So I’ve arranged them in alphabetical order of contributor, and at the
end I’ll select maybe the top 10 (I say ‘maybe’ – given the workload, I’m writing this intro with a couple of
days to go in the contest, and who knows what might happen between now and Friday?). Let’s crack on…

AvaGo
Great lover made a buzzing sound (9)
FAN *STATIC
Another welcome debutante from Oz, this first effort is a commendable try but, unfortunately, even newcomers
can’t be allowed to get away with indirect anagrams. This clue does look ripe for development though, and
starting it with ‘Great lover made a buzzing sound…’ and moving on to indicate the repositioning of S might
result in a deliciously naughty clue.

Axiom
Brilliant! Cool army succeeded and gets most of credit (9)
FAN TA S TIC[k]
The surface reading here is reasonably convincing but not very – I’m not sold on the idea of a ‘cool army’. The
ointment is further flied by the use of ‘and’ (possibly ‘and gets’) which is grammatically unsound padding. A
possible improvement might be to punctuate it as ‘Cool army succeeded; gets most of credit’.

Bhavan
Excellent article in paper on Italian wine clubs (9)
DOWN CLUE. F(AN)T ASTI C(lubs)
This could have been lifted straight out of any quality newspaper. 100% perfect treatment of answer definition,
wordplay and indicators. Give yourself a 10 for this effort which is, of course, shortlisted.

Ridiculous to stir up noise after sun goes down (9)
FAN + STATIC - S moved down
A good surface reading here and I’m very much inclined to add this to the shortlist. The only reservation I have
is the unstated location of the moved letter S, but I happily concede that it’s a feature of many cryptic clues. It’s
just a personal thing; for me, when a letter is to be moved to a different location I like to be told exactly where
it should end up, otherwise I’m relying on guesswork.

Script is daft in half, made up of characters odd and strange (9)
Odd letters reversed.
Don’t see why this has to be put in front of the firing squad. The idea of taking alternate letters and reversing
them is rare but it’s a perfectly valid device. For this clue it would probably be better to find a way of indicating
the alternate letters and then the reversal – fine effort though. The clue also features the link word ‘and’ but
there are no problems with this at all; it merely says that the answer consist of wordplay AND definition.

Boxwood
Brilliant at stain shifting - in Ajax, perhaps? (9)
ATSTAIN* in FC
Quality stuff as always from Boxwood; an unexpected take on the wordplay and a thoroughly convincing story,
very cleverly maintained with the identification of Ajax for FC. Of course, there will be the newspaper
solvership grumblers who will complain about having to know something about soccer, but Ajax were a big
enough club in the 70s and 80s (I think they’ve declined as a major force now) to have stuck in the memories of
the more observant. Shortlisted.



Super cool and laid-back, with the sound of a clock in the ear (9)
FAN SAT< homoph. TICK
Here’s one that will have the Xims and the Libs crossing swords, and it’s cropped up before in published
puzzles. The use of the hyphen between wordplay fodder and indicator is always a bone of contention, but the
fact that different groups of crossword solvers will disagree over its validity is no cause to mark it down here.
The tweaking of the homophone indicator was a good idea – this version is much better.

Cutlp
Put in charge after firm sacks worker for daydreaming (9)
IC after F(ANT)AST
Sensationally smooth wording here and the linking of ‘Put…’ and ‘for…’ is the sort of well-considered
grammatical matching which inexperienced clue-writers should take note of. It isn’t the easiest technique to
master but this is a perfect example of how it should be done. For all that I think the use of ‘sacks’ as the
containerind is stepping marginally into dodgy territory. It does exist as a verb meaning ‘to put in a sack’ but
that meaning is very specific in that the existence of the sack is vital to the definition; in other words the bit that
contains ANT should – strictly – be a word meaning some sort of sack. But I did say ‘stepping marginally into’
and many solvers would probably forgive the modest liberty being taken. Not so sure about ‘daydreaming’ as
the definition though – perhaps stretching things a bit.

Dram
Dreamy map-reader missing the last turning in daily circuit (9)
SATNA[v]< in FT + IC
Wow, this is tough, but top marks for originality – and indeed fairness. Hard to crack as it is, everything is
solidly fair. It looks like a shortlist candidate to me.

Gazza
Wicked footballers penning a series of books get lots of criticism (9)
F(A NT)A STIC[k]
Great wordplay construction here and a delightful image, but it feels like it would benefit from a slight tweak to
the definition. ‘Wicked’ seems to add an unnecessary dimension to the character of the footballers in question,
and for most people the idea of any soccer player trying to communicate using the English language is rather
absurd. Simply using ‘great’ instead of ‘wicked’ would make this clue even more plausible and immediate.

A small jerk stalking cool model is crazy (9)
A S TIC after FAN T
Beautifully put together. The use of T for ‘model’ is one of those devices from the early days of cryptic clue-
writing and I remember seeing a blog comment saying its overuse should now consign it to the history books. I
disagree – the Ford Model T was a seminal point in motoring history and remains one of the most well-known.
As long as the T device isn’t overused it remains completely valid in my book, especially in this clue where its
placement is perfectly observed. It’s just possible that ‘stalking’ doesn’t absolutely work as a juxtaposition
indicator but it gets the message across appropriately. Welcome to the shortlist.

GymBunnies
Strange devotee clutches turkey’s head and butcher’s hook (9)
FANATIC incorporating T[urkey] & [butcher]S
I’ve always had mixed feelings about wordplay in which separate letters have to be inserted at unspecified
points in one word; always seems to be borderline fair. If we’re willing to accept the principle I think this clue
is pretty good – certainly has a wacky image! While the indicator for T is perfectly sound I’m not sure about S.
The visual interpretation of S as a hook is actually nice – I like that. It’s just that the apostrophe used to indicate
the first letter T is firmly Ximenean but it’s missing from the indicator for the ‘hook’ part of “butcher’s” (the
existing apostrophe in the word isn’t relevant), so there’s a bit of a mish-mash of styles that jars slightly.

Eccentric monk brings in note and New Testament for a day (9)
MONASTIC (monk) with MON (a day) replaced by FA (note) N[ew] T[estament]
Despite my initial reservations that this was off the scale in terms of difficulty, in a partially filled crossword
grid I suspect reasonably experienced solvers would narrow down the answer to a single candidate and back-



solve the wordplay. It’s a very nice effort this; it’s just the torture of unravelling it that may keep it away from
the top bits of the top table this time.

Wild antic (9)
Double meaning
Indeed but, unfortunately, the same meanings strung together to form something that looks like it means
something else. In the world of cryptics, a double meaning clue should exploit distinct alternative meanings.

Loud joke about the state of the devil: wicked (9)
F AN(TAS.)TIC
No complaints really about the abbreviation for Tasmania. Some would call it obscure but I see it as a
straightforward case of General Knowledge – if you didn’t know it before, you know it now. A pretty decent
clue but it sits among a collection this week which features some absolute crackers.

Comic quartet is 4 down - marvellous (9)
Ref Fantastic Four
Prasannas gives us the Fantastic Five below, and here’s the reduced version. Same comment as for Prasannas
though; the reference is obscure for most (not a disastrous thing to be honest) but the real weakness is the lack
of difference between the two definitions.

INTERROBANG
Wonderful, if Santa caught at fault (9)
IFSANTAC[aught]*
Technically all is fine here but the anagrind ‘at fault’ turns it into a clue that really doesn’t read well. ‘Caught at
fault’ doesn’t conjure up a coherent image for me – this would have been much improve with the simple
alternative ‘caught out’, which would have made me think of Father Christmas being discovered doing
something un-Santa-ish.

Foreign worker ‘as half ticket? Terrific! (9)
F[oreign] ANT ‘AS TIC[ket]
Shame. We can’t allow F=foreign as a standalone abbreviation. It does indeed stand for ‘foreign’ in e.g.
Foreign Office (FO) but plucking out single letters from multiple-letter abbreviations is verboten. Pity, because
the rest of the clue is good. Mind you, there is the incongruity of ‘as indicating the dropping of H but that not
applying to ‘half’, but that’s a very minor point.

Fat cats in disarray? Grotesque! (9)
FATCATSIN*
The classic double duty thing is in effect here. For the anagrind to work it has to be the phrase ‘in disarray’ as
‘disarray’ on its own doesn’t work. Thus the clue would have be ‘Fat cats in in disarray…’ which is obviously
nonsense.

Kororareka
Wink upon a Christmas face
Is missed at first with following ace (9)
[s]ANTA’S TIC with F replacement
The poetic Koro strikes again! Verse clues are not going to be contenders anyway, but in any case this one’s
wordplay is flawed in that there isn’t a clear enough indication that F is intended to replace the lopped off S of
Santa’s. On its own ‘with’ doesn’t sufficiently serve that function.

Female lark shelters little tailless South Australian grouse (9)
F ANTIC around TA[d] S
Very smooth wordplay here creates a compelling image. I like the way everything has been strung together but,
unfortunately, the definition is a bit too far outside mainstream English to be accessible to the average solver.

Describing all that's sensationally originally frightfully fabulous with a capital F (9)
F + ANT[AST*]IC &Lit



On first reading I have to confess I really disliked this clue and thought it far too convoluted, but if one is
prepared to study it for a while and pick out the wordplay it all makes perfect sense. The only question mark
has to be ‘fabulous’ for ANTIC; the true meaning of the word is more along the lines of ‘comically grotesque’
but for the sake of fitting in with the clue’s reading I suppose this version would just about scrape through. In
my database notes I have this as 8 out of 10 so it’s a very good clue, but there are half a dozen or so I gave a 9
so it might just fail to reach the shortlist.

Old Scroat
Romantic anti-fascist is missing pants! (9)
ANTIFASC[is]T*
A very nicely spotted basis for the anagram here. The surface is slightly surreal but I can’t accept the use of the
exclamation mark to justify that aspect of it.

Penfold_61
Great way to cool down: endlessly lick 99? (9)
FAN TAST[e] IC
As mentioned by Axiom the ‘interpretation’ of IC = 99 is supported, so I have no problem with it here. The
surface reading and wordplay here are all excellent and this is a sure-fire shortlist clue.

Pepsib
Remarkable caftan, its anagram indicator! (9)
Oh, nice try. It’s just a rule of crossword setting, though – an answer can’t be defined as a cryptic device. It
means solvers have to be invited to see the factory equipment and to immediately understand how it all works.

Tic after fantasy not unknown, phenomenal! (9)
The technical side of this clue is just about spot on. Purists will argue that ‘not unknown’ lacks a bit of grammar
– they may insist that ‘has not/doesn’t have unknown’ is the proper form. It doesn’t worry me too much as this
sort of letter removal device gets used a lot with little or no complaint. I’m not at all sure about the surface
reading though. A possible fix (with perhaps a different choice of definition for TIC) could be to open the clue
with the definition: Phenomenal tic after fantasy…

Odd, a learner leaves fanatical street dancing! (9)
FANATIC[al]ST*
The shortening of ‘street’ to ST is fine by me as it’s a standard, single-solution abbreviation; also the
subtraction of A and L is sufficiently clearly signposted to be fair to the solver. The prior ‘dancer’ anagrind has
been changed to something far better too. The only weakness in the clue now is a surface reading that doesn’t
come across as particularly convincing.

Phisheep
It's astonishing how fast it can go around (9)
(FAST IT CAN)*go around; def=astonishing
Absolutely beautiful surface reading. There is but one tiny problem – the word ‘how’ as a filler is difficult to
justify in any clue, but here it also doesn’t match up with the syntax of the anagram indicator ‘go around’. A
meaningless (although valid) replacement would be ‘when’ because that would justify the statement that the
letters of FASTITCAN ‘go around’ but, of course, it would destroy the reading.

Pithlit
Extraordinary having a dreamer in charge (9)
FANTAST I.C.
This is what I’d call a Telegraph clue; easy to solve and a good starter for a puzzle that might have more
difficult interlocking answers. It does have a weakness in that ‘fantastic’ and ‘fantast’ have the same root and
overall meaning, so the clue doesn’t offer the kind of deception most solvers would hope to see.

Prasannas
Rare wit displayed by such a writer. Very impressive (9)
FANTASTIC exploited as anagrind serving AWRITER/RAREWIT



Although ‘fantastic’ is used as an anagrind – and is indeed popular – it’s one which frequently catches solvers
out as it tends to be used misleadingly. In this clue, solvers are being asked to think of a word which might also
be an anagrind. Clever as this idea is, I think it’s the sort of thing that needs to be limited to an answer which
very directly suggests a jumbling of letters.

Terrific team of five? (9)
CD/Double meaning
The difficulty with a clue like this is twofold: firstly, the reference material (a Marvel comics series) represents
something of a niche market and the solver isn’t helped by the fact that ‘five’ in the clue isn’t capitalised, so it
may be very difficult to work out exactly where the reference comes from. Secondly, in that series the word
‘fantastic’ has precisely the same meaning as is being exploited by the first word in the clue, so it’s not really a
double meaning as such. Read as a whole the clue could be referring to e.g. a five-a-side team but it doesn’t
explicitly point to that, and as a result doesn’t come across as misleading.

Rishi
Wonderful drink offered to writer (9)
FANTA + STIC (brand names)
I have no problem with the use of brand names in puzzles, but they have to be universally common – in this
case Fanta is, but Stic isn’t.

Great supporter’s force to stay endlessly (9)
FAN TA STIC[k]
It’s one of those clues where all the logical bits hang together but the end result is something that doesn’t read
particularly well. I find myself wishing ‘TA’ could somehow be clued as ‘forced’ (no, it can’t!) because the
clue’s story would be much better.

Wicked female worker has sadhu pushing Anglican out (9)
F+ANT+AS[ce]TIC
The story here is good and the wordplay is faultless. In terms of surface reading it really is quite convincing, but
there’s just a tiny feeling that a minor tweak could make it even better.

S T Sahasrabudhe
Cool, static mobile? Marvellous! (9)
FAN STATIC*
It took a moment to realise this clue refers to a mobile home but once that realisation kicked in it comes across
very nicely. Solid, straightforward wordplay and a very commendable effort, perhaps just shy of this week’s
shortlist.

Quaint female antics endlessly involving a saint (9)
F ANT(A ST)IC[s]
This time the surface reading is by no means as strong, although the wordplay is worked well. I’m not keen on
the answer definition, though – a bit loose.

Quaint female worker caught smuggling wine (9)
F ANT (ASTI) C
The surface is far better here, just a shame about that definition.

Can it fast metamorphose as Chimera? (9)
CANITFAST*
Unspectacular, but this is a really nice clue with a basic but effective construction and a well observed
definition…

What is so strange if it sat improperly under fan and had cold in the end? (9)
ITSAT* after FAN + C



…but here I think the efforts to mould the wordplay to your needs has been taken a step too far. There’s a
syntactical link between ‘if’ and ‘improperly’ which is missing, and which also doesn’t match up with the tense
of ‘and had’.

Odd, it is not foreign to us to get beheaded for taking drink (9)
[DOME]STIC = [FANTA]STIC
Sorry, I can’t go for this. Defining ‘domestic’ as ‘not foreign to us’ instead of just ‘not foreign’ is a little unfair;
‘beheaded’ to indicate the removal of DOME even more so; and ‘for taking’ is grammatically weak as the
substitution indicator.

Sanhelmet
Strange order: Sing endlessly Fat Cat! (9)
*SIN[g]FATCAT
I’m starting to notice a lot of exclamation marks flying around. You have to be careful about these; adding one
to a clue because you think you’ve come up with a clever idea is often seen by solvers as a self-congratulatory
pat on the back – which is about as popular (quote Billy Connolly) as a fart in a space suit. The basic rule is to
use one only to warn of a very unexpected wordplay application, or as part of a definition where one might
expect to usually see an exclamation mark.
Anyway, pretty good clue this. As you say, no winner but it has solid construction and a reasonably amusing
surface, if not thoroughly plausible.

Strange and exotic – it’s at N Africa, buried the other way around! (9)
Hidden reversal
Superbly hidden too; took me a long time to spot it. It’s a lovely discovery but the ‘…at N Africa..’ bit jars
linguistically I’m afraid.

Sat around in funny act, loud at first, then strange (9)
SAT< in ANTIC after F
Pretty complex wordplay here but it all works to create a reasonable surface. The only weakness is the link
word ‘then’ – just spoils the technical accuracy a little.

Shyam
It’s a new fact that may appear fanciful (9)
ITSAN[ew]FACT*
A very nice clue, this. I have slight reservations about ‘that may appear’ as the anagrind but, slightly loose as it
is, it isn’t without precedent in newspaper crosswords. The surface reading is very good too, although perhaps
just lacking the ‘Wow!’ factor. Worth adding to the shortlist.

Visionary is insane, possessing an endless desire to change sex (9)
MAN(TAST[e])IC, changing M to F
Good idea and an intriguing story, but sadly there’s a fault. The requirement that the M of ‘manic’ must be
changed to an F is separated from its fodder by the TAST[e] wordplay – things like this have to be kept
together otherwise the solver isn’t being fairly told where to look.

Romantic female without a top, yearns to embrace a jerk (9)
F + [p]ANTS around A + TIC
Or, of course, the deletion could apply to [w]ANTS, not that it matters too much. Like Dram’s dreamy map-
reader clue this is a hard one to unravel but all the required bits are there and they are clearly stated. A very nice
clue this, perhaps not in the higher reaches of the shortlist but there all the same.

Cool model can't sit with nothing on (9)
*CANTSIT after FA
Very good! The wordplay is kept very simple but is perfectly worded and the resulting surface ticks all the
boxes. Tentatively added to what is becoming quite a crowded shortlist.

Snarimetla



Extreme deficits at NAFTA countries provide argument for repealing (9)
Hidden reversal
The concealment of the fodder is excellent, but everything after ‘NAFTA’ becomes too great a logical stretch to
be fair to the solver. The padding of ‘countries’ is actually not that great a clue-writing offence; although it’s by
no means popular among solvers there are several crossword editors who regard unneeded words as fair play
within a hidden answer clue. However, the hidden reversal indicator here could have been simplified by
replacing the last five words of the clue with something as plain as ‘partly rejected’; the surface would have
remained plausible enough.

Sumit
Hot woman's trick to lure a saint (9)
F ANT(A ST)IC
Almost excellent! The wordplay and surface are very good but the abbreviation F has to be ‘female’. This clue
is well inside the top half of this week’s selection but, unfortunately, I think the necessary change to ‘Hot
female’s trick…’ would make the surface just a tad less smooth.

Surya
Monstrous, fat cats in shambles (9)
FATCATSIN*
The fat cats make another appearance but this time we have a more coherent stab at the wunch of bankers who
have got us – and to a minuscule degree themselves – into a right old mess. I like the surface reading a lot
although the anagrind is one of those borderline cases where Ximeneans would say you can’t replace ‘in a
shambles’ with just ‘shambles’. As a verb, to shamble means to walk in a… well, shambling manner, so it
doesn’t in itself clearly point to a jumbling of letters.

Crazy, tailless catfish scrambled around an insect (9)
*CATFIS[h] around ANT
Good, solid wordplay here, but I don’t get a convincing story. Generally, fish and insect occupy exclusive
worlds so it’s unlikely one set would be able to scramble around another.

Eccentric admirer gets in front of the soldier with a rod, as the King departs (9)
FAN TA STIC[k]
And it was all going so well. Despite having a great story it’s knocked down by TA=soldier. It has to be
‘soldiers’ I’m afraid.

Attains transformation when embraced by leaders of freemasonic community? Incredible! (9)
ATTAINS* in F.C.
OK, this one hangs together pretty well, but there will be doubts among solvers about the grammatical validity
of ‘transformation’ as the anagrind – they may prefer ‘in transformation’, ‘after transformation’ or something
along those lines. This is a minor point, as is the unnecessary QM, in a clue which is highly commended
although perhaps not quite strong enough for the shortlist.

Fabulous female model possessed by satanic transformation (9)
F T in SATANIC*
Same anagrind as for the clue above so I’ll let it pass. This time the surface reading is even better. Go on then,
have yourself a shortlist place.

Dubious outcome of actin' fast in jeopardy (9)
ACTINFAST*
This one doesn’t work so well. Is the ‘dubious outcome’ in jeopardy or ‘acting fast’? Neither would really make
much sense. A better anagrind is needed here.

Creepy leaders of ancient faith go back to tantric alchemy, to get the king supplanted by his son (9)
F.A.< TANTRIC* S replacing R
Hmm, where to start. ‘Creepy’ for the definition? Not at all sure about that; creepy is scary, fantastic is surreal –
I just can’t get your definition and the dictionary ones close enough. Next up is the link word ‘to’ (after ‘back’)



which is only grudgingly permissible because some newspaper editors seem to allow it. Then ‘alchemy’ as the
anagrind for TANTRIC – OK, just about passable I suppose. After that there’s another link word ‘his’ which
plays a part in the letter substitution; there’s nothing in the fodder TANTRIC or the R (king) to validate this
possessive word. Finally; it’s a bit of a convoluted monster isn’t it?

Freakish fanatics jittery to accept the truth (9)
FANATICS* around T
The surface reading here is a little clunky, but of more concern is the abbreviation T=truth which I can’t find in
Chambers or Collins.

Fab Federer and Nadal taste Appam, Soderling tries Idly-Chutney, for starters (9)
Initials
Any attempt to use the initials letters device is ambitious – and very difficult – once the answer has more than 5
or 6 letters, so this is a worthy effort. A couple of possible improvements to the surface might be to replace
‘taste’ with ‘try’ (to match up with the later ‘tries’) and to use something better known than the dishes
mentioned, although I concede that may be no easy task.

Tesla
Anti-facts, perhaps! (9)
ANTIFACTS* &Lit
This is quite simply magical, as well as being magically simple. I feel sorry for the other contributors this week
because many have, quite obviously, spent huge amounts of time honing their clues, and there are several
excellent efforts. But this clue looks unbeatable, and what makes it even better is that the implied meaning of
‘anti-facts’ resonates very accurately with what ‘fantastic’ actually means. We’ve adopted it to mean great,
smashing, super, wonderful, but of course the real original meaning is ‘based on fantasy’, in other words what
is not real. Thus Tesla’s anagram is 100% spot on. A truly brilliant debut contribution.

Thewizenedgnome
Pop given endless verbal. Unbelievable! (9)
FANTA STIC[k]
This is a really solid, faultless clue which also features a good nod to the ‘proper’ definition of the answer.
Bhavan’s offering above is going to be hard to beat but this clue does everything required to join the shortlist.

Veer
Wild lover cheers dressing-down, not all the way though (9)
FAN TA STIC[k]
Very solid wordplay, but the word ‘dressing-down’ spoils the surface because the definition of this
(necessarily) hyphenated version can only mean a telling-off, rather than what we hope for which is a
suggestion of getting undressed.

Alphabetically at least, that’s your lot. But there’s still the task of sniffing out a selection of clues which I
consider to be (to use Top Gear parlance) the best. Out of 61 clues there were 21 which were noted as 8/10 or
better… which is far too many. 9/10 or better reduces the shortlist to just 7 clues, so the first 5 of these seems a
good place to start the final push. In sort of equal THIRD PLACE please show your appreciation for:

Boxwood
Brilliant at stain shifting - in Ajax, perhaps? (9)
The only clue to concentrate entirely on domestic chores. That in itself is probably worth something or other.

Gazza
A small jerk stalking cool model is crazy (9)
Quality construction and convincing story.

Gazza
Wicked footballers penning a series of books get lots of criticism (9)



Gazza does the greedy double but who can blame him? Two great clues – and his only two offerings – show a
man on top clueing form.

Penfold_61
Great way to cool down: endlessly lick 99? (9)
You always know the ‘Crikey!’ utterer will deliver the goods. Classy cluemeistery as ever.

Thewizenedgnome
Pop given endless verbal. Unbelievable! (9)
Deceptively straightforward but as solid a technique as you could hope for.

AND THE WINNER… in that he didn’t actually come first, but wrote a brilliant clue without having to take on
next week’s mammoth labour… is:

Bhavan
Excellent article in paper on Italian wine clubs (9)
Exactly what we want to see in any newspaper which regards its puzzle as being one of quality. Some say
(another Top Gear favourite) technical accuracy without LOL surface means a clue isn’t as good as it could be.
Tosh, I respond. The joy of this clue is seeing how seamlessly everything slots together.

AND THE REALLY, REALLY UNFORTUNATE BLOKE WHO GETS THE GOLD MEDAL AND WHAT
MAY FEEL LIKE A LIFE SENTENCE… is:

Tesla
Anti-facts, perhaps! (9)
There is no other word to describe this – it’s STUNNING. It hits the funny bone without you immediately
understanding why, and then you spot just how accurate the anagram is as a definition. There are alternative
ways of building the anagram – could have been ISN’T A FACT, or FACTS AIN’T – but the ‘anti’ part of
Tesla’s offering somehow adds to the giggle factor.

Tesla, I’m really sorry. I know you have a lot of media stuff on the go, so please don’t feel obliged to
exhaustively review clues. But I would please now ask you to set next week’s challenge.


